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ABSTRACT 
Sharing photos via social media sites such as Facebook, 
Picasa, Flickr has become a very popular way to manage 
and exchange personal photos in recent years. From the vast 
pool of photos, retrieving pictures is facilitated by the usage 
of tags/annotations. These tags can either be user-defined or 
system-recommended. In this work, we propose an 
approach to recommend tags on Flickr, for partially 
annotated or un-annotated images, with the help of the data 
from the user’s existing images and their associated tags, 
social relations and images from the Flicker database. We 
propose a method to boost the occurrence of some 
important tags based on a tag augmentation scheme 
utilizing the social interactions of the users. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Social Web has captured the attention of millions of 
users and promoted social connections, information sharing, 
information search and photo sharing among the users. As 
the volume of the users and the information being shared 
grew in numbers, information retrieval has become a 
problem. Tagging is a simple and effective way to organize, 
keep track of information and facilitates retrieval. Tagging 
of multimedia objects like images in Flickr allows users to 
facilitate search of images based on the content. Tags can 
be prompted by the system and approved by the user or user 
suggested. Usage of tags from a database of existing similar 
content has put in place efficient and reliable tag 
recommendation systems. With the advent of Web 2.0, 
photo-sharing applications have provided a platform for 
social connection and social interaction among users. The 
information on these networks provides valuable 
information about the user, his patterns of tagging and his 
tag vocabulary. Can this information be utilized to train 

better prediction algorithms, is the question we wish to 
explore in this work. We chose Flickr because it is a very 
popular social media site with a significant percentage of 
users providing tag information and the social connections 
between the users could be mined and utilized.  

A comprehensive account of work on tagging can be found 
in [2] and [4]. Lately, Social Networks [6] and 
Folksonomies [3] are being used to predict tags centered 
around the social structure of the user. Our work is based on 
our previous work [5] and an approach that considers the 
social hierarchy to weigh the priority of tags [6]. 

PROPOSED APPROACH 
In our previous work [5], we proposed a kernel CCA based 
approach for recommending tags for Flickr photos, in 
which a latent basis is first learnt from a set of training 
images with user-given tags by maximizing the correlations 
between image features and text features (i.e., tag 
frequencies); in the test stage, tags from the most similar 
training samples in the latent space of visual features are 
ranked by their similarity scores and further selected as 
recommendations for the new photo. However, we 
observed that, user-provided tags are typically very sparse 
(i.e., each image associated with only a few tags), which is 
detrimental to correlation analysis.  

In this paper, we propose to leverage the users’ social 
connections for augmenting existing tags and promoting a 
dense representation of text features for training samples. 
More specifically, given a training image x with associated 
tags tx, we first collect photos Fx from the friends of its 
owner and photos Gx from the groups it belongs to. Based 
on a pre-defined similarity metric of visual image features, 
a certain number of pictures Ax with similarity scores above 
a threshold are selected from this pool for augmenting the 
existing tags of image x: 
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in which y are the images selected for tag augmentation, 
S(x, y) computes the similarity between images x and y 
based on their visual features and τ  is a threshold. In 
current experiments, we use the Euclidian distance between 
image feature vectors as the similarity measure. 

We further merge the tags of images y from Ax with the 
original tags tx of x: 
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This forms an augmented set of tags '
xt , which is then used 

for computing text features and further applied to visual-tag 
correlation analysis. We follow the same procedure in [5] 
for correlation analysis and final tag recommendation 
scheme in the test stage. 

DATA COLLECTION 
The Flickr API [1] was used to collect 50,000 images in all, 
belonging to 200 users and 200 groups. The data collection 
was user centric, i.e., a user’s previously uploaded photos, 
his friend’s photos and his group photos are collected and 
used to predict his tags. The user network was scaled up 
using the list of contacts obtained from the first user and so 
on in a tree like structure. Each user on average has 150 
photos and each group has 200 pictures on average. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTS 

The 50,000 images collected to run the experiments are 
totally random with no category or keyworks associated 
with them. The tags given to the pictures are mostly users 
personal tags and some general tags, which makes this a 
hard datset to work on. All the images with less than 8 tags 
are removed bringing down the dataset to 21541 images. 
The image database is randomnly  divided in half into 
training and testing datasets. Image feature vectors are 
extracted using spatial pyramid-based HSV histograms plus 
Gabor gradients. Tag feature vectors are extracted by 
generating a vector that indicates the presence of a tag with 

one and absence of a tag with zero. Using these feature 
vectors, the correlation coefficients are calculated.  The test 
image feature vectors are projected on to these coefficients 
to predict the tag feature vectors that maximize the 
correlation. For augmented tag boosting, for each image, 
the user ID is obtained. Based on the user ID, we check for 
the group membership, and obtain the tags from the group 
from the images that meet the image similarity criterion. 
Next, all the images from the users database contribute to 
the tag augmentation based on the image similarity metric. 
Next, similar images are fetched from the user’s contact’s 
image and tag augmentation on the training dataset is 
performed. This new augmented dataset is used to train the 
correlation model and is later used on the testing data. 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We recruited 4 users to subjectively evaluate the tag 
recommendation system. They were presented with 100 
randomly chosen images from the testing dataset, tags 
generated by original CCA proposed and the tags generated 
by the augmented CCA. They were asked to pick the set 
that describes the pictures better. They were also shown the 
original tags to make then understand the presence of some 
very user specific tags in the resulting tag lists. The users 
picked the augmented CCA results 77% of the time on an 
average with a standard deviation of 4%.  

CONCLUSION 
Tag boosting via augmentation certainly improved the 
quality and relevance of suggested tags. It has also been 
observed that most of the users have a tag vocabulary that 
can be derived from their social network and their own 
pictures. The number of new relevant tags suggested is 
twice that of our baseline approach. In our future work, we 
plan to explore the contribution of different hierarchies and 
plan to introduce weights to further control the contribution 
of the users social network. 
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Figure 1: Shown above is a sample image from the testing 
dataset, its original tags, tags from our baseline approach and 
tags from our proposed approach. Note that 350.org is the user 

from which this picture was downloaded. 
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